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A flowchart is a type of diagram that represents an algorithm, workflow or process. The flowchart shows the
steps as boxes of various kinds, and their order by connecting the boxes with arrows. This diagrammatic
representation illustrates a solution model to a given problem.Flowcharts are used in analyzing, designing,
documenting or managing a process or program in various fields.
Flowchart - Wikipedia
The transistor count is the number of transistors on an integrated circuit (IC). Transistor count is the most
common measure of IC complexity, although there are caveats. For instance, the majority of transistors are
contained in the cache memories in modern microprocessors, which consist mostly of the same memory cell
circuits replicated many times.The rate at which transistor counts have ...
Transistor count - Wikipedia
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Become a Programmer, Motherfucker. If you don't know how to code, then you can learn even if you think
you can't. Thousands of people have learned programming from these fine books:
Become a Programmer, Motherfucker
free PCB design tools, free electronic circuit designs, and electronics resources
Free Electronics resouces: schematics, tutorials
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Religion . William J. Wainwright (Editor), Distinguished Professor of
Philosophy, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Religion
DXScene. DXScene is a 3D hardware accelerated graphics library. It increases the speed of the
development of all graphical applications. It provides: a 3D and 2D graphical editor integrated in IDE, 3D
shapes and transformation, 2D graphical objects, simplify animation, advanced windows and controls,
maximum performance, skinning engine, bitmap effects, 3DS file converter.
Projects using Lazarus - Lazarus wiki - Free Pascal
Instructions. This page contains screenshots and links to screenshots of applications made with Lazarus. Add
suggestions to Talk:Lazarus Application Gallery or put the content in this page sorted alphabetically.
Lazarus Application Gallery - Free Pascal wiki
Science Books Online lists free science e-books, textbooks, lecture notes, monographs, and other science
related documents. All texts are available for free reading online, or for downloading in various formats.
Select your favorite category from the menu on the top left corner of the screen or see all the categories
below.
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